Directions to get to
Chateau Biac
Langoiran
Tel no: +33 5 56 67 61 54
If your vehicle is equipped with a GPS the address to enter is:
19 Route de la Ruasse, 33550 Langoiran

From Bordeaux.
•
•
•
•

Take the Rocade towards Paris
Exit at no: 22 (a) if coming from the quays or 22 if coming from the Pont
d’Aquitaine signposted LASTRENE
You are on the D113. Stay on that road until you see a sign for CADILLAC and then
another for LANGOIRAN (17 km).
You are now on the D10 which winds along the Garonne River. Go through QUINSAC,
CAMBES and BAURECH always on the D10, until you reach LE TOURNE which is
adjacent to Langoiran. After the LE TOURNE sign, slow down, go over the little bridge
into Langoiran and up the hill towards the Church facing you at the crossroad (very
annoying and dangerous crossroad with a pharmacy on your right!). You are now 3
minutes away from Biac. When you reach the top of the hill, you pass a “calvary”
(stone sculpture of a cross) on your right immediately followed by a row of pine trees
to your right which is the northern border of “Chateau Biac”. Our gate is at the end of the
row of (devastated by the 2009 storm) pine trees: an iron gate flanked by two white
stone pillars; please ring and we will open the gate for you. Welcome to Chateau Biac
and to our vineyard…

From Bordeaux (Merignac) airport.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

From the airport, take ROCADE (ring road) towards TOULOUSE.
Stay on it and get off at EXIT 19 signposted towards AGEN PAU TOULOUSE Motorway
EXIT at no: 1.1. At the top of the slip road, turn left towards LANGON BEAUTIRAN. You
are now on the N 113.
Stay on the N 113, go through BEAUTIRAN, CASTRES/GIRONDE, les BOUDOUBANS
and turn left at the traffic light signposted PORTETS/ LANGOIRAN.
Through Portets follow main road always towards LANGOIRAN, over railway crossing,
right at “Big Grape” roundabout, along little winding road which takes you to a T
Junction. Turn left to Langoiran (sign posted); you are about 2 kms away from the
village.
Cross bridge (the Eiffel Bridge), and turn left immediately at light at end of bridge.
Through the village, pass a new development on your right; slow down, pass the tree
lined “Place de la Mairie” and take the first right, opposite the pharmacy. Leaving

the church on your left go up the hill for a few turns (you are now 2 minutes away from
us). Once you are up the hill, pass a bungalow development on your left, a “calvary”
(stone sculpture of a cross) on your right. Slow down: the row of (devastated by the
2009 storm) pine trees on your right is the northern border of Biac; about 300 metres to
the right is our gate flanked by two stone pillars and marked “Chateau Biac”. Ring
bell (marked Chateau Biac) at right of gate. Welcome to our vineyard….

From Paris on A 10 Motorway:
•
•

•

After the “peage” at St Andre de Cubzac, stay on main road and look for signs for
TOULOUSE, (NOT Merignac airport) …
Stay on the main road which becomes the “ROCADE” (ring road) until you reach EXIT
22 signposted LASTRENE; get off at that exit, go around the roundabout towards
Lastrene (D113) , over the motorway; keep on that road until you see a sign for
CADILLAC and then another for LANGOIRAN (17 km).
You are now on the D10 which winds along the Garonne River. Go through QUINSAC,
CAMBES and BAURECH always on the D10, until you reach LE TOURNE which is
adjacent to Langoiran. After the LE TOURNE sign, slow down, go over the little bridge
into Langoiran and up the hill towards the Church facing you at the crossroad (very
annoying and dangerous crossroad with a pharmacy on your right!). You are now 3
minutes away from Biac. When you reach the top of the hill, you pass a “calvary”
(stone sculpture of a cross) on your right immediately followed by a row of pine trees
to your right which is the northern border of “Chateau Biac”. Our gate is at the end of the
row of (devastated by the 2009 storm) pine trees: an iron gate flanked by two white
stone pillars; please ring and we will open the gate for you. Welcome to Chateau Biac
and to our vineyard…

From Toulouse on A 62 Motorway:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Pass the last peage (toll gate) before Bordeaux and leave the motorway at Exit 1.1,
signposted La Brede, Langon, Beautiran.
At the top of the slip road, follow sign towards LANGON BEAUTIRAN. You are now on
the N 113.
Stay on the N 113, go through BEAUTIRAN, CASTRES/GIRONDE, les BOUDOUBANS
and turn left at the traffic light signposted PORTETS/ LANGOIRAN.
Through Portets follow main road always towards LANGOIRAN, over railway crossing,
right at “Big Grape” roundabout, along little winding road which takes you to a T
Junction. Turn left to Langoiran (signposted); you are about 2 kms away from the
village.
Cross bridge, and turn left immediately at light at end of bridge.
Through the village, pass a new development on your right; slow down, pass the tree
lined “Place de la Mairie” and take the first right, opposite the pharmacy. Leaving
the church on your left go up the hill for a few turns (you are now 2 minutes away from
us). Once you are up the hill, pass a bungalow development on your left, a “calvary”
(stone sculpture of a cross) on your right. Slow down: the row of (devastated by the
2009 storm) pine trees on your right is the northern border of Biac; about 300 metres to
the right is our gate flanked by two stone pillars and marked “Chateau Biac”. Ring
bell (marked Chateau Biac) at right of gate. Welcome to our vineyard….

From Biarritz/Bayonne motorway.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The motorway leads straight to the ROCADE (ring road) which you should take towards
TOULOUSE and PARIS (NOT Merignac airport).
Stay on it and get off at EXIT 19 signposted towards AGEN PAU TOULOUSE Motorway
EXIT at no: 1.1. At the top of the slip road, turn left towards LANGON BEAUTIRAN. You
are now on the N 113.
Stay on the N 113, go through BEAUTIRAN, CASTRES/GIRONDE, les BOUDOUBANS
and turn left at the traffic light signposted PORTETS/ LANGOIRAN.
Through Portets follow main road always towards LANGOIRAN, over railway crossing,
right at “Big Grape” roundabout, along little winding road which takes you to a T
Junction. Turn left to Langoiran (signposted); you are about 2 kms away from the
village.
Cross bridge (the Eiffel Bridge), and turn left immediately at light at end of bridge.
Through the village, pass a new development on your right; slow down, pass the tree
lined “Place de la Mairie” and take the first right, opposite the pharmacy. Leaving
the church on your left go up the hill for a few turns (you are now 2 minutes away from
us). Once you are up the hill, pass a bungalow development on your left, a “calvary”
(stone sculpture of a cross) on your right. Slow down: the row of (devastated by the
2009 storm) pine trees on your right is the northern border of Biac; about 300 metres to
the right is our gate flanked by two stone pillars and marked “Chateau Biac”. Ring
bell (marked Chateau Biac) at right of gate. Welcome to our vineyard….

